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Abstract: An orthogonal long-period fiber grating (OLPFG) is proposed and demonstrated for
directly exciting the orbital angular momentum (OAM), without the need for other devices. This
grating was produced using CO2 laser exposure in the orthogonal direction. A helical phase was
then optically induced in the OLPFG, with a chirality determined by the structure of the OLPFG.
In this study, ±1-order OAM resonances were respectively observed in OLPFGs with a different
orthogonal direction. The conversion efficiency of OAM mode in this process was 99%, and the
purity was higher than 98%. In addition, incident light in any polarization state was observed to
excite OAM with the same polarization.

© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Optical beamswith a helical phase carry orbital angular momentum (OAM)with unique properties
that have been widely studied in a diverse range of fields [1–3]. The helical phase front can
be described as exp(ilϕ), where ϕ is the azimuthal angle and l is the topological charge [4].
This helical structure exhibits a phase singularity at the center of the beam, exhibiting unique
characteristics that have been applied in optical tweezers [5], nanoscale microscopy [6], optical
trapping [7], and fiber communications [8–10].

There are currently several different techniques (and devices) used to generate OAM-carrying
beams, including spiral phase plates [11], cylindrical lens mode converters [1,12], q-plates
[13–14], and spatial light modulators (SLMs) [15]. The most common approach uses an SLM
for helical phase front modulation. However, the use of SLMs is limited by physical size
and alignment difficulties. As such, a compact and convenient device capable of OAM mode
generation would be highly beneficial. Fiber grating-based OAM converters have attracted
increased attention recently, due to their high stability, small size, and compatibility with fiber
communication systems. Three types of fiber grating-based OAM converters have been reported
to date, including acousto-optic modulation gratings [16–19], conventional long-period fiber
gratings (LPFGs) with assistant devices [20–26], and helical fiber gratings (HFGs) [27–30].
Acousto-optic modulation gratings have demonstrated good flexibility for wavelength tuning.
However, low stability and external equipment requirements limit their practical application.
Conventional LPFGs excite± l OAM simultaneously, thereby requiring additional equipment to
extract the desired mode. In contrast, HFGs can directly excite OAM without any other devices,
offering robust applicability. However, fabricating HFGs is a complex process that requires
perfectly melting the fiber and includes highly sensitive mechanical twisting. As such, only a few
research groups have successfully reported high quality HFGs.
In this study, an OLPFG is proposed for direct excitation of OAM in light without the use

of auxiliary equipment. This OLPFG was achieved using a CO2 laser separately incident on
two sides of a fiber in the orthogonal direction. The resulting intensity patterns and phase
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fronts of the coupled modes were experimentally investigated. Results showed that the proposed
OLPFGs successfully induced an annular intensity distribution and a helical phase in beams. The
chirality of the OAM beams was determined by the spatial order of the orthogonal exposure. The
polarization characteristics and purity of the OAM beams were also tested. Results showed that
the produced polarization was consistent with that of the incident beam, with a measured purity
higher than 98% for any incident polarization state.

2. Experimental procedures and phenomena

The fabrication process for the OLPFG was divided into two steps. First, one side of the fiber was
exposed to CO2 laser using two-dimension scanning technology. After this unilateral exposure,
the grating coupling intensity was increased to >3 dB and the translation stage automatically
returned to the initial location. The processed fiber was then rotated by 90° using a pair of
fiber rotators. The first step was repeated on the orthogonal side of the fiber. Key fabrication
parameters were as follows. A 17 g weight was suspended from one end of the fiber to maintain
constant stress along the fiber axis during the etching process. The resulting OLPFG pitch
was Λ=970 µm and the number of grating periods was N=30. The experimental samples were
commercial two-mode step index fibers (YOCC), the CO2 laser energy was 340 mW. Figure 1
shows a schematic diagram of the proposed OLPFG, in which the yellow arrow indicates the
direction of laser irradiation, and the black arrow represents the inscribed direction, that is,
the z-axis direction. Figure 1(a) shows the exposure on one side of the fiber after the first
step, represented by the red pattern. Figure 1(b) shows the fabricated OLFPG after the second
orthogonal exposure step, indicated by the yellow pattern. The fiber rotation direction in the
second step can be clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW). Figure 1(c) illustrates two types
of exposure combinations that produced clockwise and counterclockwise OLPFGs, denoted as
C-OLPFGs and CC-OLPFGs, respectively. The helical phase of OAM beams was measured
after excitation from OLPFGs with a CW and CCW exposure orientation. The corresponding
interference patterns produced between the coupled OAMmodes and the co-axis Gaussian beams
are shown in Fig. 1(d). These CW and CCW interference patterns indicate that -1- and +1-order
OAM modes were successfully produced by the C-OLPFG and CC-OLPFG, respectively.

In the experiment, the OLPFG transmission spectrum was monitored using an optical spectrum
analyzer (OSA) assisted by a broadband spontaneous emission light source. Figures 2(a) and 2(b)
show the transmission spectra for the C-OLPFG and CC-OLPFG, with peak excitation resonance
wavelengths of 1576.2 nm and 1575.4 nm and depths of 30.67 dB and 28.27 dB, respectively.
The OLPFG coupling efficiency was higher than 99% and the insertion loss was less than 1 dB.
There is an evident difference in the resonance wavelengths of the C-OLPFG and CC-OLPFG,
which may have resulted from power instability in the CO2 laser. Figure 2 also shows the mode
field patterns at the resonant peak (a1, b1) and at the midsection (a2, a3, b2, b3), which exhibit an
apparent ring-like profile.
The helical phase and OAM mode polarization characteristics were investigated using the

configuration shown in Fig. 3. Incident light from a tunable laser was divided into two beams
by a polarization beam splitter (PBS). One of the beams, after passing through a polarizer and
a series of wave plates, was incident on the OLPFG and used to excite the OAM modes. The
other beam was used as a reference signal. The two beams then combined and interfered at a
beam splitter, followed by a CCD. The first polarizer (P1) and quarter-wave plate (QWP1) were
jointly used to generate a circular polarization state in the input light. It is noted that, the QWP1
will be replaced by a Half-wave plates (HWP1) when the effect of linearly polarized light on
OAM generation was investigated in experiment. HWP1 and HWP2 were used to adjust the
polarization direction of linearly polarized light. A quarter-wave plate (QWP2) and a polarizer
(P2) were used to analyze polarization characteristics for light output from the OLPFG sample.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of formation principle of OLPFG. The yellow arrow indicates
the laser irradiation direction, and the black arrow indicates the LPFG inscribing direction.
Structure diagram of the (a) the first exposure and (b) the second orthogonal exposure; (c)
Schematic diagram of exposure combination of C-OLPFG and CC-OLPFG; (d) interference
patterns between the coupled OAM modes in two types of OLPFGs and co-axis Gaussian
beams.

Fig. 2. Transmission spectra of (a) C-OLPFG and (b) CC-OLPFG, the red curve represents
the spectrum of a single LPFG, and the black curve represents the spectrum of an orthogonal
LPFG, and mode field patterns at the resonant peak (a1, b1) and at the midsection (a2, a3,
b2, b3).

Polarizer 3 (P3) filtered the reference light to produce a linear polarization state. The resulting
intensity distribution and interference pattern were then measured with a CCD.
The system described above was used to investigate the helical phase and polarization

characteristics of OAM modes excited by the proposed OLPFGs. The transparent axis direction
of P1 is parallel to the polarization direction of the PBS output beam. The measured intensity
distribution in the coupled OAM modes and the interference pattern between the two beams are
shown in Fig. 4. The incident light was linearly polarized and focused directly into the OLPFG.
In-LP‖ and In-LP⊥ in Fig. 4(a) respectively denote two orthogonal polarization directions for
the input light, which were adjusted using HWP1. Out-LP‖ and Out-LP⊥ respectively indicate
the orthogonal polarization states of the resulting OAM modes, detected by P2. It is worth
noting that the polarization directions denoted by In-LP‖ and Out-LP‖ were consistent with
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for detecting OAM modes in
OLPFGs. PBS, polarized beam splitter; BS, beam splitter; QWP1, quarter-wave plate 1;
QWP2, quarter-wave plate 2; HWP1, half-wave plate 1; HWP2, half-wave plate 2; P1,
polarizer 1; P2, polarizer 2 and P3, polarizer 3.

that of P1. As a result, mode profiles and interference patterns were clearly observed when
the transparent axis direction of P2 was the same as that of the incident light. In other words,
OLPFGs excite the input Gaussian beam with a linear polarization to an OAM beams with the

Fig. 4. Mode field distribution and interference pattern distribution for the ±1-order
OAM modes generated by the C-OLPFG at a resonant wavelength of 1576.2nm and by
the CC-OLPFG at a resonant wavelength of 1575.4nm while input (a) linearly polarized
light and (b) circular polarized light. The leftmost column shows the devices with different
chirality, and the second column on the left shows the input light with different polarization
states. The top line represents the polarization state of the OAM beam.
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same polarization state. Left- and right-handed circularly polarized (LCP/RCP) input light was
produced by adjusting the angle between the transparent axis of P1 and the fast axis of QWP1.
The intensity distribution of the resulting OAM and corresponding interference patterns are
shown in Fig. 4(b). In-RCP/In-LCP and Out-RCP/Out-LCP represent the circular polarization
states of the input light and the coupled OAM, respectively. These results were collected by P2
and acquired by converting the polarization of output OAM modes to linear polarization states
with QWP2. The measured results in Fig. 4(b) show that the circular OAM modes were obtained,
and their polarization states matching that of the input light as well.
The spiral interference pattern observed between ±1-order OAM modes and the reference

beams, indicates the relationship between grating structure and chirality of helical phase. Figure 4
shows the clockwise pattern formed in C-OLPFG, indicating a -1-order OAM beam was excited.
The counterclockwise pattern in CC-OLPFG indicates the presence of +1-order OAM beams.
Output beams from the OLPFG were also measured using other incident polarization states,
producing the same results. This suggests the OLPFGs directly excite OAM modes in arbitrary
input light polarization states, the chirality of which is determined by the grating structure. The
resulting polarization states are the same as that of the input light, which could allow OAM
beams to be flexibly applied in areas such as micro-operations and optical communications.
The system shown in Fig. 5 was used to measure the purity of the resulting OAM modes.

The OAM beam was incident on an SLM, which was loaded with fork grating holograms of
varying orders to generate l=−2, −1, 0,+ 1, and +2 helical phases, the inset in Fig. 5 shows a
1st-order fork grating. A polarizer (P1) and a quarter-wave plate (QWP) were used to regulate the
polarization state of the input light. A half-wave plate (HWP) was used to change the polarization
direction of the OAM beam, ensuring it was parallel to the polarization response of the SLM.
The purity of OAM modes excited by the OLPFG was measured using linearly polarized, LCP,
and RCP light. The results for C-OLPFG and CC-OLPFG are shown in Figs. 6(a1) and 6(a2),
respectively. We tested the contribution of each component to the OAM mode by recording the
energy intensity in the center of the conversion light. The power ratio was also calculated to
determine the purity of each mode. As seen in Figs. 6(b1) and 6(b2), the purity of both C-OLPFG
and CC-OLPFG was higher than 98% for every incident light polarization.

Fig. 5. Experimental system for measuring the purity of OAM mode excited by OLPFG. P1,
polarizer 1; QWP, quarter-wave plate; HWP, half-wave plate; SLM, spatial light modulator.
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Fig. 6. Mode profiles occurring as a series of helical phase with l=-2, -1, 0, +1 and +2,
added to the generated OAMmodes for the (a1) C-OLPFG and (a2) CC-OLPFG for LP, RCP
and LCP into light polarization states. Also shown are the power ratios for each component
in the OAM modes generated in the (b1) C-OLPFG and (b2) CC-OLPFG.

3. Discussion

The OAM excitation in orthogonal grating can be explained as follows. Generally, in an LPFG-
based ±1-order OAM generator, OAM modes result from the coherent superposition of 1st-order
even and odd modes with a phase delay of π/2 [16–26]. Thereinto, the orthogonal modes and the
phase delay between them are realized by twisting and lateral squeezing the fiber, respectively. In
this work, the OLPFG can be consider as two independent LPFGs, and thus, the two superposition
modes can be directly coupled by this two orthogonal LPFGs [19], respectively. The phased
delay may result from the slight dislocation between the two LPFGs [31–32], which is originated
in the tension of fiber stretched by a suspended weight during the fabricating process.

During the fabrication of the OLPFG, the coupling strength of the first LPFG is more than 3dB,
and thus, the power of the fundamental mode was partly coupled into the 1st-order core mode,
and then the remained fundamental mode and1st-order core mode propagated together in the
fiber. When the second LPFG is inscribed, the remained fundamental mode was coupled into the
1st-order mode with an orthogonal polarization state. At this time, the resonance peak coupling
depth is greater than 25dB, indicating that the coupling efficiency of the grating is high. The
phase difference ∆ϕ between the two orthogonal 1st-order modes can be expressed as Eq. (1):

∆ϕ = (β01 − β11) × ∆z (1)

where ∆z is the dislocation between two gratings, β01 and β11 are the propagation constants of
fundamental mode and 1st-order mode, respectively. When the phase difference ∆ϕmeets Eq. (2),
the OAM mode with a topological charge number of ±1 can be obtained by superimposing the
orthogonal modes.

∆ϕ = (2q + 1) ×
π

2
(2)
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where q is an integer and can be positive or negative. When q takes 0 or other positive values, we
calibrate that the second LPFG has a dislocation in the+ z direction (∆z>0) relative to the first
LPFG. When q takes a negative value, there is a dislocation in the -z direction (∆z>0). Thus,
according to Eqs. (1) and (2), the value of ∆ϕ, that is, the chirality of OAM is dependent on
the size or sign of ∆z. In experiment, the tension of the fiber is constant during the OLPFG
fabrication, that is, the size of ∆z is constant, and thus, the chirality of the OAM can be designed
by changing the rotation direction of the fiber in the second preparation step. Moreover, Eqs. (1)
and (2) indicated that, an ideal value of ∆z is expected to generate a phase delay of π/2. However,
due to the combined effect of large radiation area of CO2 laser and large error tolerance of LPFG
in pitch, even if there has deviation in the angle and ∆z between the two gratings, a higher purity
OAM mode can be still obtained in experiment.

4. Conclusion

AnOAMmode generator based on anOLPFGhas been proposed and experimentally demonstrated.
Gaussian beams were directly converted to OAM beams of order l= ±1 with a high conversion
efficiency (99%). The measured polarization characteristics of the OAM beam were consistent
with that of the input light, achieving the purity higher than 98%. These results suggest the
proposed OLPFG is a simple, low-cost OAM mode generator that can directly produce l= ±1
order OAM beams, even higher-order OAM modes. As such, the device could be widely used in
optical fiber communication and particle control.
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